Tracer kinetic models can be applied as temporal constraints during DCE-MRI reconstruction, enabling more accurate reconstruction from undersampled data. The approach is flexible, can use several kinetic models, and does not require tuning of regularization parameters.
INTRODUCTION

Dynamic Contrast Enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) is a powerful technique that
provides a quantitative measure of vessel permeability and interstitial volumes. In the brain, it characterizes the blood brain barrier (BBB) leakiness, which has proven to be valuable in several applications 1 . These include assessing conditions with large BBB breakdown such as gradation of brain tumors 23 , multiple sclerosis lesions 45 , and conditions with subtle and chronic BBB breakdown such as diabetes 6 , and Alzheimer's disease 7 . Outside the brain, DCE-MRI has applications in cancer assessment and therapeutic monitoring in several body parts including breast 89 , prostate 10 , and liver 11 .
DCE-MRI involves a challenging trade-off between the achievable spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and volume coverage. Acceleration strategies that exploit redundancies along the time dimension have shown significant potential to improve these trade-offs. These include early schemes such as view-sharing 121314 , highly constrained back projection (HYPR) 15 , and more recently compressed sensing 161718192021 . Several sparsifying spatio-temporal transforms have been proposed including spatio-temporal wavelet transform, spatio-temporal finite-difference, temporal Fourier transform. A major challenge with these "off-the-shelf" object models is that the modeling assumptions do not fit the data, which limits the achievable acceleration rates. Data-driven schemes that learn sparse representations from the data have been proposed [22] [23] [24] [25] , and have shown to out perform off-the shelf transforms. However, these are often associated with highly non-convex optimization. Furthermore, image reconstruction with existing transforms involves tuning one or more regularization parameters, which poses challenges to the standardization of these methods.
In this manuscript we explore the use of physical tracer kinetic models for constrained reconstruction. This approach has been used extensively in dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) imaging 26272829 , and has recently been adapted in MRI for the applications of relaxometry 30313233 , perfusion 3435 , and diffusion imaging 3637 . Broadly, these methods can be classified into methods based on direct reconstruction of parameters from under-sampled data, or methods that use representations derived from parametric models as constraints in image reconstruction.
We propose a model-constrained approach for DCE-MRI, where established contrast-agent kinetic models are used as temporal constraints. From a specific kinetic model, and a physiological range of kinetic parameters, we construct a library of concentration vs. time profiles. Kinetic model specific temporal basis functions are derived from the library using the k-singular value decomposition (k-SVD) algorithm 38 . Through noise-less and noise-based simulations, we deduce a relation between the sparsity parameter in k-SVD and the complexity level of the kinetic model. We design a constrained reconstruction method where the kinetic model-based temporal bases are used to constrain the recovery of concentration v.s time profiles from under-sampled (k-t) data. We utilize an iterative multi-scale optimization algorithm for improved robustness to undesirable local minima solutions.
The proposed approach is unique because the constraints are designed based on contrast-agent TK models that are routinely used during post-processing. The main difference between this approach and direct parametric reconstruction is that the reconstruction of time profiles is decoupled from parameter estimation. This allows for flexibility in dealing with complex non-linear kinetic models, and also is compatible with AIF parametric model forms. Furthermore, since the sparsity parameter, is fixed a priori, the proposed approach does not require any tuning of free parameters (e.g. regularization parameters). The flexibility allows for its potential utility in DCE-MRI of most organs and disease conditions. In this work, we demonstrate effectiveness with both the Patlak and extended Tofts-Kety (ETK) models, and demonstrate application to brain tumor assessment.
METHODS
Tracer kinetic model-based temporal bases:
A library of concentration vs. time profiles Z is simulated using a kinetic model, an arterial input function (AIF), and a broad physiologic range of kinetic parameters (Fig.1) . denotes the number of profiles in the library; and denotes the number of time instances. For the ETK model 39 41 . The settings of the Parker model that specifies the population based AIF were the same as described in 41 . The range of kinetic parameters was motivated by brain tumor DCE literature 1 , which suggests 0-0.34 min -1 for K trans , 0-60% for v p assuming hematocrit of 0.4, and 0-100% for v e . We expanded the K trans range by ~2.5x, and used the full range for v p and v e to ensure conservative coverage of the kinetic parameter space. The k-SVD dictionary-learning algorithm 38 is then used to reduce the large library to a smaller dictionary of temporal basis functions (denoted by V ). k-SVD represents any time profile in Z , for instance the row of Z, z ( ) , as a sparse linear combination of basis functions v ( ) from V:
where denotes the number of basis functions in V, and is chosen as = 100 ≪ .
is the sparsity parameter. ||u || denotes the l 0 norm of the vector u = , , … , . z ( ) denotes the -sparse projection of z ( ) onto V. k-SVD jointly estimates the sparse coefficient matrix U and the dictionary V as:
where u denotes the row of U.
Image Reconstruction:
We S contains the coil sensitivity maps. In this work, the sensitivity maps are estimated from time averaged data using the standard root-sum-of-squares method and are assumed to capture object phase. T is an operator that relates the concentration profile to the signal intensity profile ( , ) by the steady state spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) equation:
; [5] where is the contrast agent relaxivity, is the repetition time, is the flip angle, ( , 0) and ( ) are respectively the pre-contrast (reciprocal of ) and the equilibrium longitudinal magnetization. s( , 0) is the pre-contrast first frame, which is fully sampled. The bracketed term in the second row of [5] resolves differences between the pre-contrast signal s( , 0) and the predicted pre-contrast signal based on the baseline ( , 0) and ( ) maps (from a separate mapping acquisition). Similarly, the operation of mapping concentration profile from the signal intensity profile can be expressed as 42 : 
We performed covariant error analysis for two parameters (K trans , v p ) with the Patlak and the ETK model over a broad range of kinetic parameters. With both the models, we evaluated the bias and uncertainty in estimating K trans and v p before and after q-sparse projections. With the ETK model, for simplicity, we focus only on analysis in a two dimensional space with a fixed ve =0. 6 . The open-source Rocketship package 47 was used for TK parameter estimation.
Evaluation with a digital reference object
An anatomically-realistic brain tumor DCE-MRI digital reference object (DRO) was generated based on the method and data described in 48 . Briefly, the population based AIF with the Parker model, known TK parameters, the extended Tofts model, and the steady state spoiled gradient signal equation was used to generate the dynamic images. We then multiplied by coil sensitivities, took the Fourier Transform, and added realistic complex Gaussian noise to each channel. Coil maps, noise covariance matrix, and the signal to noise (SNR) level were obtained from in-vivo data acquired at 3T. Comparisons were performed at multiple SNR levels of 40, 30, 20 ; where a SNR = 30 mimicked measurements at 3T.
This phantom data was retrospectively under-sampled using a randomized golden-angle Cartesian (GOCART) sampling pattern, and evaluations in fidelity of the kinetic parameters were performed at under-sampling factor of R=20. GOCART is originally a 3D golden angle Cartesian sampling scheme, with random sampling of the ky-kz phase encode locations along each Cartesian radial spoke. In this study, we perform retrospective under-sampling in the kx-ky plane in a representative slice. This strategy was chosen to simulate k y -k z under-sampling in prospective acquisitions. The empirical stopping criterion of our algorithm was also evaluated at different SNR levels.
Evaluation with in-vivo data
We reviewed 110 fully-sampled DCE-MRI raw datasets from patients with known or we identified a cohort of 12 cases, which had different brain tumor characteristics (shape, size, heterogeneity), and also had enhancing tumors of atleast 1 cm (as determined by standard bi-directional assessment) 50 . The demographics of these patients are shown in Table 1 , and the post-contrast images (last spatial frame from the DCE-scans) are shown in Figure 2 . The protocol was approved by our institutional review board (IRB).
Modeling error in the kinetic parameter space was analyzed based on the fully-sampled reference data. e-Tofts model derived temporal bases were used with a fixed sparsity level of q=3. The e-Tofts model was chosen as it accounts for backflux of contrast from the extravascular space to the plasma, which in turn improves the accuracy of estimation, and has shown to be applicable to brain tumor data 51 . Kinetic parameters estimated from the 3-sparse projected profiles (R=1) were compared against the kinetic parameters estimated from the reference concentration time profiles (R=1).
(k-t) under-sampling was performed retrospectively on fully-sampled raw data using the GOCART (randomized golden angle Cartesian) sampling trajectory 52 at acceleration factors R=20 and R=40. Image reconstruction was performed with the proposed dictionary based approach, and compared with an existing compressed sensing approach that uses a temporal finite difference (tFD) sparsity constraint 19 . e-Tofts derived bases with a fixed sparsity level of q=3 was used in the proposed approach. All the patient datasets were acquired with a fixed injection timing, however timing delays between 5-10 seconds (1-2 frames) existed amongst different patients. As described earlier, a population based AIF with a fixed delay was used to generate the library. Patient specific AIF delays were estimated as After image reconstruction, the ETK model was used to estimate the kinetic parameters with a population based AIF 41 . Bland-Altman analysis was performed to evaluate systematic bias and uncertainty of the reconstructed and maps (from the proposed and tFD approaches) with respect to the reference fully sampled and , . Comparisons using maps were not considered, as its estimation is associated with high uncertainty with the ETK model 47 . expected, we observed faster convergence with higher SNR data. As the SNR is decreased, the K trans estimates depict noise in both the reference and the proposed approach. It can be seen that the proposed approach at R=20 depicts good spatial fidelity of the K trans maps at all the noise levels. This suggests that the reconstruction from the approach was not stuck in a spurious local minima solution at reduced SNR levels. 
RESULTS
Simulations
Evaluation with in-vivo data
DISCUSSION
We have developed a new DCE-MRI reconstruction approach that applies kinetic models as temporal constraints. Based on simulation studies, we deduced a relation between sparsity parameter q in k-SVD to the complexity of the kinetic model. We have demonstrated equivalence of Patlak and ETK models with dictionaries constructed respectively with q=2 and q=3. This approach exploits the smooth time intensity DCE patterns by using temporal basis functions derived from a kinetic model. This is in contrast to generic off-the-shelf transform bases that are blind to the kinetic model behavior of the time intensity profiles. Since the basis functions are designed to mimic only smooth profiles, they are extremely tolerant to noise and under-sampling artifacts, which exhibit rapid temporal oscillations. We also proposed a robust multi-scale iterative optimization algorithm to solve the resulting objective function. We demonstrated empirical robustness to local minima.
In-vivo validation with 12 brain tumor cases demonstrated superior recovery performance with the proposed method compared to tFD (reduced bias, uncertainty in kinetic mapping, and better spatial fidelity of kinetic maps) at up to R=40.
The framework can be extended in several ways. A uniform grid of kinetic parameters was used in this study to generate the library of possible concentration profiles from a chosen kinetic model. However, it is possible to perform applicationspecific discretization of the kinetic parameters to improve sensitivity and accuracy in modeling time curves that lie in a particular zone in the kinetic parameter space.
The framework is flexible to incorporate any kinetic model, which makes it extendable to other body part like breast, liver or prostate, with an appropriate model for specific organ. Complementary constraints such as spatial sparsity could be added to further improve the recovery.
In this feasibility study, we used a population-averaged AIF 41 , after accounting for patient-specific AIF delays 53 . Population-averaged AIF's are known to produce a potential bias in the final kinetic maps 55 , however in this study, the bias identically affects the reference maps, and maps produced by the proposed reconstruction and the temporal finite difference reconstruction that is used for comparison. The proposed framework can be extended to account for patientspecific AIF variations, e.g. delay and dispersion 56, 57 , or patient-specific AIF waveforms directly extracted from the data 53 .
R2* effects were not included in the forward model 58 . Our DCE-MRI scans were performed with ½ dose (0.05 mmol/kg), and used a short TE of 2ms. We have examined several clinical datasets at our institution and have found phase and R2* effects to be insignificant in tissue and in vessels. We therefore did not consider R2* or off-resonance effects, but these could be easily added to the forward model.
Our clinical DCE-MRI scans had a short scan time of 5 minutes, which was insufficient to recover v e . This is consistent with reports in the literature where estimation of v e had high uncertainty with short scan times 59 . We have included a range of values for v e in the library because accounting for backflux is known to improve the estimation of K trans and v p 39 .
In this study, the T1 maps were estimated prior to reconstruction using DESPOT1 with three flip angles 49 . Using fully sampled data, the joint estimation of T1 and kinetic parameter maps has recently been shown to improve accuracy of DCE kinetic parameter maps 60 . An extension of the proposed framework to include joint T1 estimation would warrant the inclusion of multiple T1-based simulated concentration curves in the library, and exploration of superior learning approaches for generating the library (~400,000 profiles) and learning the dictionary were 11.5 minutes and 3.5 hours. However, when q=3, the bias and uncertainty maps are similar to the reference over a broad range of the parameter space. This motivated our choice of q=3 for the ETK model. were 122, 128, 134. As the SNR is decreased, the K trans estimates depict noise in both the reference and the proposed approach. The proposed approach at R=20 depicts good spatial fidelity of the K trans maps at all the noise levels ad also highlighted in the difference maps. The tFD reconstructions demonstrated under-estimation of K trans (visually evident in cases 1 to 9, see arrows). tFD also relied on tuning of a regularization parameter.
In contrast, the proposed parameter-free model-based reconstruction provided better accuracy in K trans estimation, and also has improved fidelity in preserving spatial characteristics of the tumors (eg. thin boundaries of the tumor, see arrows in cases 1-5). tFD. tFD depicted a systematic bias in under-estimating K trans , and v p in comparison to the proposed approach This can also be noted from the qualitative comparisons in Figure. 8.
